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a b s t r a c t

Recent technological advances and an increasing thrust toward automation have resulted in a rapid adoption

of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) as the de facto choice in monitoring and surveillance applications. Their

low cost, versatility and ability to operate around the clock in inhospitable terrains without endangering

human life make WSNs ideal for applications like space exploration, environmental monitoring and combat

zone surveillance. In these applications WSNs are to operate autonomously for prolonged durations; thus

self-healing from failures becomes a requirement to ensure robustness through sustained network connec-

tivity. The paucity of resources makes node repositioning the method of choice to recover from failures that

partition the network into numerous disjoint segments. In this paper we present a Geometric Skeleton based

Reconnection approach (GSR) that exploits the shape of the deployment area in order to restore connectivity

to a partitioned WSN in a distributed manner. GSR decomposes the deployment area into its corresponding

two dimensional skeleton outline, along which mobile relays are populated by the surviving disjoint seg-

ments to reestablish connectivity. The performance of GSR is validated through mathematical analysis and

simulation.

© 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction1

Decreasing costs and increasing functionality of embedded

Q2

Q3

2

computation and communication devices have made Wireless3

Sensor Networks (WSNs) attractive for applications that serve in4

harsh environments like planetary exploration, border surveillance,5

environmental monitoring and military surveillance. In these ap-6

plications, network formation is ad-hoc in nature; for example a7

swarm of sensor nodes are dropped aerially in the area of interest.8

After deployment, these nodes are expected to discover and establish9

communication links with other nodes around them and form a10

connected network. The limited processing and communication11

capabilities of the deployed nodes require them to collaborate with12

one another to carry out application specific tasks. Thus maintaining13

a connected network topology is of paramount importance for the14

functioning of a network throughout its lifetime.15

The harsh operating environment, the inherent danger in the ap-16

plication area, e.g., bombs in a battlefield, and limited onboard en-17

ergy supply increase the probability of node failure. Some failures can18

cause a loss of connectivity and potentially partition the network into

Q4

19

disjoint segments. Basically the failure of a single node can cause a20
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network to split into disjoint blocks if such a node serves as a cut- 21

vertex in the network topology [1]. A similar, yet more difficult sce- 22

nario is when multiple collocated nodes get damaged by an external 23

event, e.g., an explosion, flooding, sand storms, etc. Given the impor- 24

tance of data sharing in achieving the application goals, sustaining 25

connectivity is critical for network operation. Therefore a network 26

must have the ability to tolerate the occasional failure of nodes and 27

restore connectivity without relying on external resources, e.g., re- 28

mote command center, to coordinate recovery. 29

Tolerance of failure: Strategies for failure recovery depend on the 30

scope of failure and the node capability [1]. The scope of failure is 31

defined by the multiplicity of affected nodes and their location. The 32

failure of a single node is the easiest to handle. However, the failure 33

of multiple nodes is a major challenge, particularly when the nodes 34

are collocated as a major void is caused and the network becomes 35

fragmented into disjoint segments. In addition, unlike the failure of a 36

single node or even the failure of multiple dispersed nodes, it is dif- 37

ficult to determine the scale of the damage if multi-collocated nodes 38

fail. Basically, a healthy node will not be able to determine whether it 39

lost contact with other parts of the network because a single neigh- 40

bor failed, i.e., a node that acts as a cut vertex in the topology is lost, 41

or due to the failure of multiple collocated nodes. 42

Tolerance mechanisms can be classified as proactive or reactive. 43

The former is based on provisioning redundant resources at network 44

setup in order to mitigate failure, e.g., by establishing a k-connected 45

topology [2,3], or providing backups for faulty nodes [4,5]. Obviously 46
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such methodology is not suitable for ad-hoc networks since the47

randomness of deployment, e.g., aerial deployment of nodes cannot48

guarantee node placement with the required precision and would49

thus require excessive resources, e.g., number of redundant nodes, to50

achieve k-connectivity.51

Reactive strategies are based on reconfiguring the network topol-52

ogy to deal with failure. They restore connectivity by forming an53

inter-segment topology or by regrouping surviving nodes. Reactive54

approaches can be broken down into two main classes centralized55

and distributed. A centralized approach assumes knowledge of the56

entire network state. This global state information is utilized to opti-57

mally allocate the existing resources and coordinate recovery. Mean-58

while distributed recovery schemes operate based on local state and59

trade off optimality in terms of desired topology features for reduced60

coordination overhead and responsiveness. While quite a few dis-61

tributed algorithms have been proposed for tolerating single node62

[6,7] and non-collocated multi-node failures [8], most solutions for63

tolerating the failure of multiple collocated nodes are centralized and64

often pursue the placement of additional relays to form a connected65

inter-segment topology [1]. While ideal for handling simultaneous66

multi-node failures, a centralized approach needs to know the scope67

of failure, locations of surviving segments and nodes before it can68

begin recovery. Thus, the applicability of a centralized approach de-69

pends on the availability of external sources, i.e., satellite imagery,70

aerial support from drones or UAVs to collect and disseminate global71

network state information on demand. Such external support may72

not be available at all times in ad-hoc WSNs due to the harsh oper-73

ating environment, resource constraints or technical difficulties. This74

makes distributed approaches the most suitable choice for recovery.75

Distributed reactive strategies utilize the surviving nodes to76

recover from node failures. Most published recovery schemes in77

this category, e.g. [6–8], can deal with only a single node failure or78

multiple non-collocated failures as they rely on the neighbors of79

a failed node to restore connectivity by utilizing 1-hop or 2-hop80

information to either move inwards in the direction of failure until81

connectivity is restored or by moving a redundant node to the failed82

node’s location. These schemes however do not scale if the failure83
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constituent geometric skeleton Fig. 1(b). A geometric skeleton is 113

a descriptor that decomposes a shape into its essential support 114

structure, e.g., bone structure in humans, based on how components 115

are connected. This skeleton is stored by nodes within the network 116

and serves as a backbone, along which mobile nodes can be deployed 117

by disjoint segments after failure, Fig. 1(c), in order to find other 118

survivors and reestablish network connectivity, as shown in Fig. 1(d). 119

Thus by exploiting the pre-failure network topology, GSR provisions a 120

recovery plan that can be independently implemented by the surviv- 121

ing segments to restore connectivity in the network while reducing 122

the recovery overhead. We consider two types of skeletons, namely 123

the straight skeleton [12,13] and the medial axis [14] described in 124

later sections, categorize their impact on recovery, highlight their 125

differences and provide guidelines for choosing the best skeleton 126

for GSR. GSR is validated through extensive simulation experiments 127

and is shown to outperform competing schemes both in terms of 128

the travel distance overhead and the number of involved nodes. 129

The paper is organized as follows. The next section sets GSR apart 130

from existing solutions in the literature. GSR consists of two phases; 131

the first takes place before a failure takes place and is described in 132

Section 3; the second phase is for restoring connectivity in reaction 133

to failure and is detailed in Section 4. The performance of GSR is an- 134

alyzed in Section 5 and is validated through simulation in Section 6. 135

Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 7. 136

2. Related work 137

As pointed out earlier, strategies for tolerating node failure can be 138

classified based on the scope of failure into single node and multi- 139

node failures. The latter can be further categorized into collocated 140

and non-collocated failures. To tolerate a single node failure, most 141

distributed approaches in the literature pursue relocation of nodes 142

and rely on local neighborhood information stored by neighbors of 143

the failed node to initiate recovery [6,7]. When multiple non-collated 144

nodes fail, these techniques may cause resource conflicts, e.g., engage 145

a node in more than one failure recovery. Some approaches, e.g. [8], 146

avoid resource conflicts by synchronizing the various recovery ac- 147

tion 48
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Co
ns multiple collocated nodes since the surviving nodes do not

e enough information to determine the scope of failure and

ropriately plan the recovery. Distributed approaches like DarDs

and DORMS [10] handle recovery from multiple collocated node

ures by provisioning a common meeting point before failure that

ves a point of convergence for all disjoint segments and is used to

tore initial connectivity.

Contribution: We present a novel distributed Geometric Skeleton

ed Reconnection (GSR) approach that restores connectivity after

failure of multiple collocated nodes. Our approach is motivated

the fact that the WSN topology affects its operation and in prac-

it is influenced by the terrain and environmental factors at time of

loyment. Unlike other published schemes we aim to factor in the

-failure network topology in our recovery strategy and provision a

n that can be implemented after failure. We argue that the use of

ommon meeting point imposes increased overhead and may slow

n convergence. Using a geometric skeleton will enable efficient

dling of failure in any part of the network by allowing surviving

es from the individual segments to reach each other faster and fa-

tate localized tolerance of failures that are far from any common

eting point. It is worth noting that GSR may be applied in some ap-
ations, which can be viewed as mobile ad-hoc networks (MANET).

example of that includes a networked set of robots that participate

combat or reconnaissance mission. We argue, however, that most

NETs involve coordination among the nodes to deal with broken

s caused by node mobility and not due to the failure of multiple

located nodes.

Fig. 1 illustrates our strategy. Given an ad-hoc network Fig. 1(a)

utilize the WSN boundary to decompose the network into its

be 69

the 70

fea 71
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ope 73

eas
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s. However even these approaches cannot be scaled to handle 1

ltiple collocated node failures, since a node would have to main- 1

state information spanning many hops, in fact it should have the 1

ire network state available in order to avoid conflicts. Thus, they 1

deemed ineffective as the messaging and storage overhead re- 1

red to maintain a multi-hop network state increases exponentially 1

h network size. Given the focus of the paper, the remaining part 1

his section covers tolerance of multiple collocated node failures. A 1

vey and detailed analysis for the recovery schemes for single and 1

ltiple non-collocated node failures can be found in [1]. 1

Strategies for repairing a network topology after multiple collo- 1

ed nodes failure can be classified into centralized [16–18] and 1

tributed [9,10,19]. Centralized schemes utilize relays to form a 1

nected inter-segment topology and re-establish communication 1

hs between the disjoint segments. These relays may be new nodes 1

imply existing nodes whose repositioning does not seriously im- 1

t the intra-segment topology. Since the entire network state is fac- 1

ed in, centralized recovery schemes provide the best solution in 1

ms of metrics like the number of relays deployed and the total dis- 1

ce traveled by them during the recovery process, if existing relays 1

cate as part of the solution. However, centralized schemes cannot 1

applied in all scenarios since their applicability is dependent on 1

entire network state being known after failure, which may not be 1

sible as pointed out earlier. 1

Distributed schemes are the solutions of choice for autonomously- 1

rated ad-hoc WSNs, e.g., those serving remote or inhospitable ar- 1
such as space exploration or military reconnaissance. The general 174

thodology in this case is to utilize mobile nodes that exist in the 175

work. Published schemes can be classified based on the node mix 176

to restore connectivity in a wireless sensor network, Computer
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Fig. 1. Overview of GSR. (a) A ad-hoc WSN. (b) The skeleton (black lines) of the W

the skeleton to reestablish connectivity.

in the network. AuR [19] is specifically tailored for networks com

posed solely of mobile nodes. Surviving nodes utilize 1-hop neig

borhood information to determine the direction of failure and pu

sue node self-spreading and movement inwards toward the center

the deployment area to reconnect the network. On the other ha

networks with a mix of stationary and mobile nodes establish lin

amongst the disjoint segments. Recovery schemes that establish

inter-segment topology can be categorized based on the role m

bile nodes play in the recovery into: (1) stationary relays betwe

disjoint segments to act as a gateway or provide a stable path b

tween segments [9,10], and (2) mobile data mules that provide inte

mittent connectivity by traveling between segments and transferri

data [21,22]. The latter is used by approaches like MiMSI [23] wh

insufficient mobile nodes are available. Basically, MiMSI solves a co

strained version of the federation problem wherein it aims to conne

N disjoint segments or terminals when fewer nodes are available f

recovery than what is required to form a stable inter-segment topo

ogy. Unlike our GSR approach, MiMSI assumes that the segment po

tions are known beforehand and does not solve the segment disco

ery problem.

Since the location or scope of failure is not known to the surv

ing nodes, i.e., a segment does not know where the other segmen

are, forming a star shaped inter-segment topology around the ce

ter of the area has been deemed a safe approach in order to ensu

convergence. Basically, each segment populates mobile nodes towa

the center of the deployment area in order to reconnect with oth

segments. DarDs [9] and DORMS [10] employ this methodology, b

differ in how they optimize the inter-segment topology after conne

tivity has been restored. Unlike DORMS, DarDs realizes that represe

tative relays from different disjoint segments may come in conta

with each other while moving inwards toward the center, and cons

quently declares the respective segments connected if they come

contact with one another and merges their paths to the center. On

a center-connected topology is established, both DORMS and Dar

run optimization heuristics, namely, k-LCA [20] for DORMS and IOD

[18] for DarDs to minimize the number of mobile relays deployed

sustain connectivity.

Both DORMS and DarDs utilize the center as a meeting point

guarantee convergence. This tactic though leads to extra relays b

ing deployed, especially, when the disjoint segments are not even

spread out in the deployment area. In other words, the shape of t

deployment area is not exploited and segments that are physica

near to each other may not get connected until their representativ

reach the center. Also these approaches do not take into account t

unique challenges that come with ad-hoc deployment, they mod

the deployment area as a simple square geometric region that co

tains no holes/obstacles. This simplistic model of the network boun

ary can lead to a poor choice of center resulting in degraded perfo

mance in practical scenarios. Moreover, center-based approaches al

run an optimization phase to reduce the number of deployed rela

once initial connectivity is reestablished. This step requires the loc
Please cite this article as: Y.K. Joshi, M. Younis, Exploiting skeletoniza

Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.07.0
WSN partitioned into disjoint segments after failure. (d) Mobile Nodes populated alo

tion of all deployed relays to be known and is in essence a centraliz

operation with a relatively high runtime complexity. The relocati

of relays to their new positions increases the total travel cost and a

versely impacts the network lifetime.

Our proposed approach avoids these shortcoming by using the g

ometric skeleton as the inter-network connectivity structure. Disjoi

segments populate mobile nodes along the stored skeleton to d

cover one another. The recovery is complete when the skeleton pat

are populated with nodes. Our preliminary results [11] have demo

strated the effectiveness of our approach for convex deployment a

eas. This paper generalizes the approach to address all shapes of t

deployment areas.

3. Skeleton construction

GSR consists of two phases, namely, skeleton construction, a

mobile node deployment. This section focuses on the first pha

which is applied before a failure takes place. Before describing such

phase, we discuss the system model.

3.1. System model

GSR considers an ad-hoc WSN randomly deployed in an area

interest and is assumed to be composed of a mix of stationary a

mobile nodes (MNs), or all MNs. The network is assumed to serve i

situ users who cross-by, i.e., show up from time to time and does n

have a stationary base-station that acts as a sink for all network tra

fic. The network boundary is assumed to be available to the nodes

the WSN through the help of a satellite or an aircraft at the time

deployment or via the implementation of boundary detection tec

niques [34,35]. The network boundary is utilized to model the WSN

a simple polygon which can be defined as a sequence of ‘n’ points (

x1,…, xn−1) such that xi xi+1 for i = 0, 1,…, n−1 forms an edge and

two nonconsecutive edges intersect. The closed polygon divides t

plane into interior and exterior regions. Any holes, e.g., lakes, prese

within the network boundary are modeled in the same manner.

This boundary determination needs to be done only once at ne

work setup (before any failure takes place) and can be updated aft

tolerating a failure to reflect the new network topology. The netwo

boundary is utilized to construct the skeleton of the network and th

procedure is explained in detail in the next section. We assume th

each MN is aware of its position, e.g., using contemporary localizati

schemes. GSR also assumes that all disjoint segments in the damag

WSN have sufficient MNs to participate in the recovery process. No

failures are detected through missed heartbeat messages and inab

ity to reach parts in the network [21].

3.2. Determining the geometric skeleton

Being distributed, GSR assumes no prior knowledge about the l

cation of surviving segments in a partitioned network; each segme
tion to restore connectivity in a wireless sensor network, Computer

22
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2. Geometric Skeleton construction. (a) The dotted lines represents the polygon shrin

ial axis. (b) Straight skeleton of a non-convex polygon. (c) Medial axis (depicted in bla

set of circles (in blue) are depicted above. (d) Medial axis construction from a Voronoi

ferred to the web version of this article).

ependently runs the GSR algorithm. To restore connectivity a seg-

nt must determine the direction in which it should populate its

bile nodes so that it can reconnect with other surviving segments.

peting approaches [9,10] utilize the center of the deployment

a as a rendezvous point to guarantee convergence. GSR does not

uire a fixed rendezvous point; instead it exploits the shape of the

loyment area to generate travel paths along which mobile nodes

be deployed to restore connectivity when a major failure parti-

s the network.

GSR employs two types of geometric skeletons, namely, the

ight skeleton and the medial axis, as follows:

The straight skeleton is defined as the set of lines traced by the

polygon vertices as the polygon edges are continuously shrunk in-

wards at a constant speed parallel to themselves. Fig. 2(a) show-

cases this shrinking process (dotted lines represent the polygon

shrinking). The set of lines traced by the vertices during the

inward motion form the straight skeleton. Fig. 2(b) shows the

straight skeleton of a non-convex polygon.

The medial axis of a simple polygon P can be defined as a set

of points {q} that lie within P such that there exists at least two

points on the polygon boundary equidistant from {q} and that are

also the closest to {q} as shown in Fig. 2(c). The medial axis can

also be obtained from the Voronoi diagram of the vertices and

edges of the simple polygon by removing edges that are incident

on the reflex vertices of the polygon [15]. A vertex is reflex if the

internal angle it subtends is greater than π . Fig. 2(d) shows the

Voronoi diagram for a simple polygon and the two edges that need

to be deleted incident on the reflex vertex to obtain the medial

axis. As seen in Fig. 2(d), the medial axis skeleton (in black) used

by GSR consists of line segments and parabolic arcs that are in-

troduced due to the presence of reflex vertices. GSR requires one

skeleton line to originate from each polygon vertex to serve as a

travel path. A reflex vertex is a special case for which there are

two Voronoi edges incident on a vertex. Of the two Voronoi edges

shown in Fig. 2(d), the longest edge in yellow is deleted and the

shortest becomes a part of the final skeleton.

Next we discuss the formation of the straight skeleton and medial

s for convex and non-convex polygons.

Convex Polygons: The straight skeleton and medial axis result in

identical skeletons for convex polygons, and can be determined in

linear time [24,25].

Non-Convex Polygons: A non-convex simple polygon has reflex

vertices. If the shape of the deployment area is non-convex we

have two options: (1) construct a convex hull approximation of
ease cite this article as: Y.K. Joshi, M. Younis, Exploiting skeletonization

mmunications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.07.022
wards. The lines traced by the inwards motion comprise the straight skeleton and

the locus of the centers of circles that are tangent to two or more polygon edges. A

am. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader

the network boundary as seen in Fig. 4 and form a straight or 3

medial axis skeleton, or (2) generate the skeleton over the non- 3

convex polygon as shown in Fig. 2(b) and (d). The first option has 3

the advantage of constructing the skeleton in linear time and will 3

thus keep the time complexity low. However, this option is un- 3

suitable since the skeleton derived from the convex hull no longer 3

bears a strong correspondence to the shape of the network. Also 3

as seen in Fig. 4, such an approximation can cause parts of the 3

skeleton (blue lines) to lie outside the original network boundary 3

(highlighted in red) which causes nodes in the repaired topology 3

to traverse and be deployed in an undesired or unrequired area. 3

Therefore, GSR aims to determine the skeletons over the non- 3

convex network boundaries to preserve locality information and 3

ensure that nodes remains within the original deployment region 3

while restoring connectivity. 3

Fig. 3 showcases the effect that holes within the deployment area 3

e on the medial axis and straight skeleton. The shape of the skele- 3

is influenced by the network boundary and the interior whole 3

ndary. As seen in Fig. 2, unlike the convex case the medial axis and 3

ight skeleton for non-convex polygons result in different skele- 3

s. This difference is caused by the way reflex vertices are handled 3

is explained in detail in Section 5. Distributed approaches like 3

] can also be used to compute the medial axis. Once computed, the 3

leton is stored by all nodes in the network as a set of lines defined 3

their (x, y) coordinates. The stored skeleton lines serve as paths 3

ng which mobile nodes are populated to recover the network after 3

ure. 3

GSR-based recovery 3

Upon the detection of collocated multi-node failure, the second 3

se of GSR is applied. Fig. 5 shows an example WSN deployment 3

a and its associated skeleton. Lines that originate from polygon 3

tices are known as contour lines. The point at which contour lines 3

ersect is known as a skeleton vertex. Lines that connect two skele- 3

vertices together are known as skeletal lines. These skeleton lines, 3

h contour and skeletal, serve as paths along which mobile nodes 3

populated. 3

Mobile nodes deployment phase 3

Once failure is detected, surviving nodes use heartbeat messages 3

iscover others around them to form segments and coordinate re- 3

ery; henceforth a segment refers to a connected set of nodes in a 3
to restore connectivity in a wireless sensor network, Computer
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Fig. 3. Effect of obstacles (shaded in red), within the deployment area on the geometric skeleton (depicted by black lines). (e) Medial axis of a convex polygon. (b) Straight skeleton

of a convex polygon. (c) Medial axis of a non-convex polygon. (d) Straight skeleton of a non-convex polygon. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the

reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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Fig. 4. Approximating the network boundary by a convex hull and the result

skeleton.

geographical region within the network boundary. Each segment in

tiates the recovery process and applies GSR autonomously. A segme

first picks a representative MN that spearheads the recovery proces

such a representative is followed by other MNs in a cascaded mann

to stay connected to the originating segment. It is assumed that t

segment stays connected despite the departure of MNs, e.g., by purs

ing cascaded relocation within the segment [7,8]. The intra-segme

MN selection process can also take into account the residual energy

the MN to ensure balanced power consumption. To determine whe

to populate MNs, the segment first determines its position relati

to the stored skeleton lines. Segments fall into two categories: (

contour segments: those that lie on or have a contour line nearest

them; (2) skeletal segments: those that lie on a skeletal line or ha

one closest to them.

Contour segments populate mobile nodes inwards along the co

tour line toward the skeleton vertex in hope to connect with oth

disjoint segments located in the interior as shown in Fig. 6(a). If t

nearest line is a contour line the segment drops a perpendicular to

and populates mobile nodes along the perpendicular and on reachi

it, inward towards the skeleton vertex as shown in Fig. 6(b). This re

resents the best chance for a segment to find other survivors if th

exist in that region as they will also move along the contour line. Co

tour segments do not populate outwards along their own contour li

since any surviving segments upstream will rendezvous with the i

terior segments eventually as they move inward towards the skelet

vertex. Therefore motion along the contour line is strictly one w
Please cite this article as: Y.K. Joshi, M. Younis, Exploiting skeletoniza
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Fig. 5. A deployment area and its associated skeleton.

inward toward the skeleton vertex. Contour segments will keep po

ulating MNs inward until they cover their contour lines and their a

sociated skeletal lines or come in contact with nodes from anoth

segment. Once the leading MN of a contour segment reaches a ske

ton line its motion planning choices are like that of skeletal segmen

described below.

For skeletal segments seen in in Fig. 6(c) and (d), we have the sam

two scenarios where either the segment lies on the skeletal line or

the nearest line is a skeletal line the segment drops a perpendicu

to it and populates MNs to reach the skeletal line. In this case u

like the contour line we are faced with a choice, we can proceed

either end points A or B of a skeletal line since both end points a

skeleton vertices. Since GSR operates in a distributed manner, a se

ment has no idea in which direction it is likely to find a survivor

it pursues a greedy approach and sends out representatives MNs

the direction of the nearest skeleton vertex, which in this case is ve

tex A in Fig. 6(c). Upon reaching vertex A, the representative chec

whether there are any other skeletal lines that originate from vert

A and keeps populating MNs along those lines. Once all the skele

lines are exhausted, due to either reconnecting with another surviv

coming from the opposite direction or if all the lines ending at vert

A were contour lines, it is concluded that no further motion is pos

ble in the current direction and the segment will take the option

populate toward vertex B. It is worth noting that such MN travel pa

tern can also enable the discovery of segments that have insufficie

MNs and thus integrate them in the repaired network topology. A
tion to restore connectivity in a wireless sensor network, Computer
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Fig. 6. Motion planning for segments after failure using the stored skeleton.

these decisions on which line to populate along are taken by simply409

comparing with the set of stored skeleton paths determined before410
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ment area determined at network setup. Each segment finds its near- 435

est skeleton line. As seen in Fig. 7(a), there are 4 segments Seg0, Seg1, 436

Seg2 and Seg3 lying along the contour lines. Each is represented in the 437

figure by a distinct color and their deployed MNs will be of the as- 438

sociated segment color. They each deploy MNs along their respective 439

contour lines inward toward their respective skeleton vertices. Con- 440

tour lines are only populated inward since if there are any survivors 441

outward their representatives will come in contact with these inte- 442

rior segments during their inward motion. We have two segments 443

Seg4 and Seg5 that do not lie on contour lines but are contour seg- 444

ments on account of being near to a contour rather than skeletal 445

line. Seg4 and Seg5 each drop a perpendicular toward their respective 446

contour line and starts populating MNs in that direction. As seen in 447

Fig. 7(a) the nearest skeleton line for Seg4 is the contour line contain- 448

ing Seg0 and for Seg5 is the contour line containing Seg3. 449

The representative MNs sent out by both Seg0 and Seg4 come 450

within transmission range of each other during their motion, causing 451

both segments to merge, Seg0 remains in charge of the merged seg- 452

ments on account of having a MN closer to the skeleton vertex. The 453

representative MN from Seg0 continues toward the skeleton vertex 454

while keeping the Seg4 representative within its transmission range. 455

Seg5 moves along the perpendicular toward the nearest contour line 456

and along it. Fig. 7(b) shows the snapshot of the network after time 457

‘t’, required by the MNs to move a distance R. In Fig. 7(c), Seg1, Seg2, 458

Seg3 and the merged Seg0-Seg4 all populate MNs as they have unex- 459

plored contour paths and they need to maintain contact with their 460

leading MN representative which are R unit away after the first it- 461

eration. During this motion the representative MNs from Seg2 and 462

Seg3 both come in range of Seg5 and stop; they do not proceed any 463

more as the representative from Seg5 is further along the path than 464

them. 465

Meanwhile the representative of Seg5 is still within the transmis- 466

sion range after traveling along the perpendicular to reach the con- 467

tour line. It moves and stops at the skeleton vertex which is ‘R’ away 468

from the segment. The skeletal line is the only path left to explore but 469

its length is less than the MN communication range and there are no 470

more skeletal paths left in that direction. Therefore, Seg5 does not de- 471

ploy any more MNs. If there are any surviving segments in that direc- 472

tion once their MNs reach the opposite skeleton vertex they will come 473

into contact with Seg5 which is now a merged segment consisting 474

of S 75
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ure. Unlike center-based approaches, by using the stored skeleton

s, the disjoint segments can make intelligent choices for populat-

MNs and increase their likelihood of merging with neighboring

ments along the way.

During recovery, if the representatives MNs from different surviv-

segments come into contact with each other, the segments will

rge and combine their resources. In case they are moving in the

e direction then the segment whose MN is further along the des-

ated path will become the leader of the merged segment in that

ection and lead the recovery. As seen in Fig. 6(e) MNA and MNB

resentatives of two differing segments come into contact with one

ther while proceeding in the same direction. MNA becomes the

der since it’s further along the path than MNB . In case if they are

ving towards one another like in Fig. 6(f), then each will disregard

skeleton lines in the opposing direction since there is a segment

ady present in that direction.

Thus exploiting the locality information, provided by the skele-

structures and intelligent motion planning enable GSR to effi-

ntly restore connectivity with reduced overhead, as will be shown

ough simulation in Section 6.

. Illustrative example

Fig. 7 illustrates the application of GSR when the WSN shown in

. 5 gets partitioned into 6 disjoint segments. After failure, the only

rmation each segment has is the skeleton outline of the deploy-
ease cite this article as: Y.K. Joshi, M. Younis, Exploiting skeletonization

mmunications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.07.022
eg3-Seg5-Seg2. On the other side MNs from the merged Seg0-Seg4 4

ments and Seg1 come in contact, their tie is broken by checking 4

ich has a MN nearer to the skeleton vertex where their respective 4

tour lines intersect; accordingly the MN from Seg0-Seg4 contin- 4

as it is nearer to the skeleton vertex. The representative from the 4

rged Seg0-Seg4 continues onward until it comes within range of a 4

from Seg5. At this point the recovery process ends as there are no 4

re skeleton lines left for the MNs to explore. 4

Overall, the GSR recovery process utilizes 10 mobile nodes in this 4

mple. Fig. 7(d) shows the connected topology generated by the 4

Ds approach during its initial deployment phase. DarDs populates 4

s along the line connecting a segment to the center of the deploy- 4

nt area, with MNs being deployed until one reaches the center or 4

rges with a segment while doing so. In this example, DarDs uti- 4

s 11 MNs to reconnect the damaged topology. Seg3 and Seg5 are 4

graphically close to each other but in DarDs do not meet until 4

oming 1-hop away from the center. Thus it is clear that moving 4

ng skeleton paths gets the locally near segments connected much 4

cker with each other wherein they can pool resources while ex- 4

ring the remaining skeleton paths. 4

Analysis 4

This section analyzes and contrasts the performance of the medial 4

s with the straight skeleton based GSR and looks at the time com- 4

xity in skeleton construction and storage overhead imposed by 4
to restore connectivity in a wireless sensor network, Computer
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Fig. 7. Application of GSR. (a) Six disjoint segments of a damaged WSN. (b) Network a nal

Recovered topology. (d) Center connected topology constructed by competing DarDs app
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Fig. 8. Pseudo code for GSR Algorithm.

the GSR approach. The pseudo-code of the GSR algorithm is show

in Fig. 8.

Theorem 1. A straight skeleton for a simple polygonal deployment ar

with n vertices will have (n-2) internal skeleton vertices and comprise

(2n-3) lines.

Proof. The skeleton consist of contour and skeletal lines. There is

contour line emanating from each polygon vertex resulting in a t

tal of n contour lines. Based on [12], there are (n-2) skeleton vertic
Please cite this article as: Y.K. Joshi, M. Younis, Exploiting skeletoniza

Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.07.0
fter first MN Deployment, MNs share same color as their respective segments. (c) Fi

roach.

in a straight skeleton. The fewest number of lines to interconne

these vertices is (n-3), by forming a minimum spanning tree. Thus

straight skeleton is comprised of (n+n-3=2n-3) lines. This is the num

ber of lines that are to be stored by the network nodes for recovery.

Theorem 2. A straight skeleton for n vertices constitutes a connect

topology with (2n-3) edges.

Proof. In [12], a straight skeleton is proven to be a tree that d

vides a polygon into n partitions, where n is the number of vertic

From Theorem 1, the straight skeleton consists (2n-3) lines. Thus, t

straight skeleton is a connected topology with (2n-3) edges. �

Theorem 3. A straight skeleton of a simple polygonal deployme

area having n vertices and r reflex vertices can be constructed

O(nlog
2
n + r

√
r log r) [30].

Theorem 4. In GSR the medial axis for a simple polygonal deployme

area with n vertices and r reflex vertices will have at most (n+r-2) inte

nal skeleton vertices and comprise of (2n+r-3) lines.

Proof. We know that the medial axis is defined as the set of Voron

edges minus the set of edges incident on the reflex vertices. T

Voronoi diagram of a simple polygon with n vertices and r reflex ve

tices has at most 2(n+r)-3 Voronoi edges and (n+r-2) Voronoi ve

tices [15]. In GSR, since we require a contour line to originate fro

each polygon vertex to serve as a recovery path, we delete only t

longer of the two edges incident on a reflex vertex giving us r le

edges than the Voronoi diagram resulting in (2n+r-3) skeleton lin

and (n+r-2) internal skeleton vertices. Alternatively we can also s

that contour lines will originate from all vertices, resulting in n co

tour lines. From [15], there will be at most (n+r-2) internal skelet

vertices; these vertices can be interconnected by a minimum spa

ning tree of (n+r-3) edges. So the total number of lines generated a

(n+n+r-3=2n+r-3) lines. �

Theorem 5. GSR construct the medial axis skeleton of a simple polyg

nal deployment area in O(n), where n is the number of vertices [31].

From Theorems 2 and 5 we see that for simple non-convex po

gons, the straight skeleton construction has a higher time complex

than the medial axis. This is due to fact that unlike the medial ax

it cannot be obtained from an abstract Voronoi diagram [29] hen

standard computational geometry techniques cannot be applied

speed up construction.

Theorem 6. The medial axis formed by GSR for a simple polygonal ar

of n vertices constitutes a connected topology with (2n+r-3) edges.

Proof. The medial axis is derived from the Voronoi diagram whi

has the property of being path connected [15], i.e., for any two poin

u and v in a Voronoi polygon V(e ), there exists a path connecting
i

tion to restore connectivity in a wireless sensor network, Computer
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and v that is totally contained in V(ei) where ei is a polygon edge.550

The medial axis contains all the Voronoi vertices joined together551

by Voronoi edges, it is a tree having n leaves originating from the552

polygon vertices, and (n+r-2) internal skeleton vertices, i.e., a total553

of 2n+r-2 vertices that are connected through (2n+r-3) skeleton554

edges. �555

Theorem 7. The storage overhead of GSR is linear in the number of poly-556

gon vertices.557

Proof. From Theorems 1 and 4 it is clear that the number of skeleton558

lines to be stored in GSR grows linearly with the number of vertices559

that lie on the network boundary for both geometric skeletons. �560

It is worth noting that in case of storage constraints, the number561

of vertices comprising the deployment boundary can be reduced by562

removing collinear points and carrying out localized reductions [33]563

or contour approximations.564

Theorem 8. In GSR the mobile node deployment phase is linear in the565

number of vertices of the deployment area.566

Proof. As discussed in the previous section, the GSR based recovery567

is deemed complete when all skeletal lines (lines joining the skeleton568

vertices) are occupied by MNs. In the worst case scenario, if there is569

only one surviving segment say on a contour line then in that case it570

will deploy mobile nodes along its contour line and all skeletal lines.571

This means that for a straight skeleton based GSR n-2 skeleton lines572

(1 contour line and n-3 skeletal lines) will be explored; in case of the573

medial axis based GSR n+r-2 skeleton lines (1 contour line and n+r-574

3 skeletal lines) will be explored. Hence, the number of lines along575

which nodes are to be deployed is linear in n. �576

Theorem 9. GSR successfully restores network connectivity if there are577

sufficient MNs.578

Proof. To prove this theorem, it is sufficient to show that GSR forms579

a tree whose non-leaf edges are fully populated with MNs that are580

R units or less apart, where R is the communication range of a mo-581

bile node. Based on Theorems 2 and 6, the skeletons formed by GSR582

are trees. In addition, as pointed out in the proof of Theorem 8, all583

non-leaf edges are populated with MNs even under the worst case584

scenario where there is only one surviving segment. Thus, by plac-585

ing MNs on the skeletal lines and connecting all segments to these586

skeletal lines, a connected topology will be formed. �587

Effect of reflex vertices: As we have seen the straight and medial588

axis skeletons differ for a non-convex shaped deployment area due to589

the way they are being formed. During the medial axis construction590

the interaction between a boundary line and a reflex vertex intro-591

duces a parabolic arc that is a locus of points equidistant from the592

vertex which acts as the focus and the directrix line. Whereas in the593

case of the straight skeleton no parabolic arcs are introduced since all594

edges shrink inwards at the same speed, with each vertex following595

its angle bisector. The skeleton lines are straight because they are an-596

gle bisectors. The presence of sharp reflex vertices though can result597

in a skewed skeleton as seen in Fig. 9, since a reflex vertex moves fur-598

ther inward the sharper the angle before intersecting with another599
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Co
le bisector. This skewed skeleton results in longer skeleton paths

ce the intersection of angle bisectors happens further in the in-

ior of the polygon as compared to the symmetrical skeleton ob-

ed for the medial axis. For example in the WSN shown in Fig. 9,

straight skeleton based GSR utilizes 20 mobile nodes to restore

nectivity while the medial axis based solution requires only 18

bile nodes. This improvement can be attributed to the symmetri-

skeletal structure generated by the medial axis.

So with a higher run time complexity it would seem that the

ight skeleton is inferior to the medial axis and GSR should stick
ease cite this article as: Y.K. Joshi, M. Younis, Exploiting skeletonization

mmunications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.07.022
9. A comparison of the skeletons generated by the straight skeleton and the me-

axis for a non-convex deployment area.

h the medial axis skeleton. The attractiveness of the straight skele- 6

based GSR lies in the fact that the skeleton is composed of only 6

ight lines and does not comprise of curved arcs if there are reflex 6

tices present as seen in Fig. 2. The straight skeleton may be favored 6

is used for other application-related purposes or if having straight 6

s is a requirement. Note that for the sake of simplicity, in the me- 6

l axis based GSR we can approximate the parabolic arcs introduced 6

reflex vertices with straight line segments or alternatively use the 6

ar axis introduced by Tanase and Veltkamp [28] which gives a lin- 6

ized approximation of the medial axis in linear time. The accuracy 6

he approximation is controlled by a factor k; the higher the value 6

, the finer the approximation will be. 6

Performance evaluation 6

The effectiveness of GSR is validated through simulation. This sec- 6

discusses the simulation setup, performance metrics and results. 6

experiments are conducted in a 1500 m × 1500 m square area 6

ere random topologies are generated for varying number of seg- 6

nts (5 to 20) and communication range (50 to 100 m) for a mobile 6

e. In the experiments all mobile nodes have the same commu- 6

ation range R. To ensure correct and precise mathematical com- 6

ation, the CGAL computation library [26] was used to construct 6

straight skeleton, medial axis and to carry out other geometric 6

putations. The results obtained show the 90% confidence interval 6

s. We consider the following metrics to assess performance: 6

Number of deployed RNs: GSR aims to utilize the minimum number 6

of MNs to populate the skeleton paths to restore inter segment 6

connectivity in a WSN. 6

Total Travelled Distance: This reflects the sum of distances trav- 6

elled by the individual mobile nodes that were engaged in recov- 6

ery. This metric assesses the resource overhead of the recovery 6

process. 6
to restore connectivity in a wireless sensor network, Computer
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ry for a fixed transmission range w.r.t. (a) the number of MNs deployed to restore connectivity,

e maximum distance travelled by a MN during recovery.
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erates paths for MNs based on skeletal-shape of the deployment area. 672

This also enables GSR to avoid the computationally heavy optimiza- 673

tion phase and final relocation that both DarDs and DORMS perform 674

in order to reduce the deployed MN count. 675

6.1. Simulation results 676

This section discusses the obtained results. In the first experiment 677

we compare the performance of the medial axis to that of the straight 678

skeleton for non-convex topologies. Each configuration is averaged 679

over 50 different random topologies with a 90% confidence interval. 680

Fig. 10 shows the effect of varying Nseg on performance. The num- 681

ber of segments Nseg is varied from 11 to 20 while the communica- 682
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Fig. 10. A comparison of the straight skeleton and medial axis skeletons on recove

(b) the total distance travelled by MNs to establish a connected topology, and (c) Th

• Maximum Distance Traveled: This metric looks at the maximu

overhead that is placed on a node during the recovery process.

• We study the performance while varying the followi

parameters:

• Number of Segments (Nseg): A higher number of disjoint segmen

in a WSN extends the connectivity requirements and may enga

a greater number of mobile nodes in the connectivity restorati

process. On the other hand, increasing Nseg increases the like

hood of finding survivors in the local neighborhood during reco

ery and could potentially have a positive impact on the distan

travel for recovery overhead.

• Communication Range (R): It impacts the maximum distance b

tween nodes on the formed inter-segment topology and cons

quently the number of MNs required for restoring the netwo

connectivity.

For all experiments the considered ad-hoc topologies are devo

of interior holes to keep the comparisons fair with competing a

proaches. Since GSR and all baseline approaches assume that se

ments have sufficient number of MNs to undertake the recovery, t

position of segments are marked when generating a topology wit

out defining the intra-segment node count and connectivity. The fi

set of experiments compares the performance of the medial axis a

straight skeleton for non-convex WSN topologies. Since in conve

shaped topologies, the medial axis and straight skeleton result

identical skeletons, only non-convex WSN topologies with no interi

holes were considered in this experiment. In the second set of expe

iments, the performance GSR is compared to DarDs [9] and DORM

[10]; both of these distributed algorithms reconnect the disjoint se

ments by populating MNs toward the center of the deployment are

GSR fundamentally differs from these center based approaches, sin

it does not require a fixed convergence point, e.g., the center, and ge

Fig. 11. The effect of varying a node’s transmission range on the performance of

connectivity, (b) the total distance travelled by MNs to establish a connected topolo
Please cite this article as: Y.K. Joshi, M. Younis, Exploiting skeletoniza

Communications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.07.0
tion range R is fixed to 50 m. As is evident from Fig. 10(a), the m

dial axis skeleton outperforms the straight skeleton by utilizing few

MNs to reconnect the network. This is due to the impact that refl

vertices have in a straight skeleton causing edges incident to the

to grow in length and consequently increasing the size of the ske

ton. This effect is also reflected in the total distance the MNs ha

to travel to reconnect the network as seen in Fig. 10(b). The med

axis based GSR is not impacted by the reflex vertices like the straig

skeleton and it remains symmetric around its shape. The maximu

distance traveled by a mobile node during recovery is nearly consta

for both skeletons, as shown in Fig. 10(c). This is because when se

ments merge the leading MN is the one farthest along the path and

will keep exploring any remaining skeleton paths along its directi

of motion.

We also studied the effect of varying the transmission range R b

tween 50–100 m while fixing the number of segments to 11. Fig. 11(

shows that as transmission range increases fewer MNs are requir

to restore connectivity, since MNs with larger ranges cover a great

sing Medial Axis vs Straight Skeleton w.r.t. (a) the number of MNs deployed to rest

d (c) maximum distance travelled by a MN during recovery.
tion to restore connectivity in a wireless sensor network, Computer
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Fig. 12. Comparison of GSR with competing center based approaches DORMS and DarDs w.r.t. (a) the number of MNs deployed to restore connectivity, (b) total distance travelled

by MNs to establish a connected topology, and (c) Maximum distance travelled by a MN during the recovery.
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Co
a and the paths from the individual segments merge quicker. The

al travel distance, shown in Fig. 11(b), also decreases with longer

ges as fewer MNs are deployed. However, the maximum distance

velled by a mobile node during recovery, plotted in Fig. 11(c), is not

ch impacted by the range setting as the leading MN (representa-

) from each segment will still have to move approximately the

e distance for both type of skeletons. The simulation results and

example in Fig. 9 confirms the superiority of the medial axis over

straight skeleton and combined with the lower runtime complex-

makes medial axis based recovery our default approach to recon-

t a disjoint network in the second set of experiments.

In the second set of experiments we compare the medial axis

ed GSR to DarDs [9] and DORMS [10], the competing center based

roaches. In Fig. 12, the number of segments Nseg is varied from 5

5 while the communication range R is fixed to 100 m. Each con-

ration is averaged over 50 different topologies with a 90% con-

nce interval. From Fig. 12(a), it is clear that DORMS is the worst

forming. It requires the most number of MNs to reconnect the

work, the performance degrades as the number of segments in-

ase. This is because DORMS requires MNs from all segments to

ch the center of the deployment area it does not allow merging

il the leading MNs from all segments congregate at the center.

Ds performs better than DORMS because it allows segments that

e in range of one another before reaching the center to merge.

s merging reduces the MNs required as the segments can pool

ir resources together from the merge point onward. GSR populates

least MNs and outperforms both DarDs and DORMS. The perfor-

nce advantage is due to GSR’s ability to exploit the deployment

a shape and due to intelligent motion planning. Moving along the

dial axis skeleton paths is equivalent to moving along angle bi-

tors for non-reflex vertices, which allows segments nearer to each
13. The effect of varying a node’s transmission range on the performance of GSR and baseli

the total distance travelled by MNs to establish a connected topology, and (c) maximum dista

ease cite this article as: Y.K. Joshi, M. Younis, Exploiting skeletonization

mmunications (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.07.022
er the quickly establish a communication path and discover their 7

ediate neighbor since they could be neighboring Voronoi cells. In 7

er words, GSR outperforms the center based approaches since de- 7

ding on the location of segments, the chances for them merging 7

ighly dependent on the choice of center. 7

Boosting the number of segments results in an increase in the to- 7

travel distance as seen in Fig. 12(b); DORMS has the worst perfor- 7

nce due to all segments deploying MNs toward the center regard- 7

s of whether they meet earlier. Merging opportunities afforded by 7

increased number of segments partially offsets the increase in the 7

al travel distance for both DarDs and GSR. Meanwhile, Fig. 12(c) 7

hlights the maximum distance a MN has to travel during the re- 7

ery process, the increase in the number of segments has almost 7

effect on the maximum distance travelled by a mobile node in 7

RMS since all MNs are expected to reach the center. The location of 7

farthest surviving segment from the center determines the max- 7

m distance traveled by a mobile node in DORMS. The growth in 7

rging opportunities, due to the increased segments count, offsets 7

maximum travel for both DarDs and GSR. 7

Fig. 13 shows the effect of varying the transmission range R be- 7

en 50–100 m, while fixing the number of segments, Nseg to 10. 7

. 13(a) shows that as R increases, fewer MNs are required to re- 7

re connectivity. This is very much expected since MNs with larger 7

ge can cover a greater area hence fewer MNs are needed to cover 7

h contour and skeletal lines. The total travel distance, shown in Fig. 7

b), also decreases for longer ranges as fewer MNs are employed in 7

recovery. However, the maximum distance travelled is not much 7

acted with range, as indicated in Fig. 13(c), since the first MN 7

presentative) from each segment will still have to move approx- 7

tely the same distance both in case of center and skeleton based 7

roaches. 7
ne approaches in terms of (a) the number of MNs deployed to restore connectivity,

nce travelled by a MN during recovery.
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Overall, the simulation results shown in Figs. 12 and 13 confirm763

the performance advantage of GSR over both the competing DORMS764

and DarDs approaches since it provides disjoint segments the ear-765

liest chance at reconnecting by populating MNs along the skeleton766

lines that comprise boundaries of Voronoi cells and is not depen-767

dent on a relative point in the deployment area for recovery. By uti-768

lizing fewer MNs in the initial recovery process itself, GSR avoids769

having to carry out computationally intensive calculations to solve770

the Steiner Tree Problem with Bounded Edges problem as is the771

case for DORMS and DarDs to reduce the deployed mobile node772

count. This optimization also results in further increases in travel dis-773

tance due to the additional relocation of MNs to the calculated opti-774

mal locations. The performance advantage of GSR significantly grows775

for large networks, as the GSR-based recovery is mostly localized776

and facilitate the inter-connection of segments early in the recovery777

process.778
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7. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented GSR, a distributed algorithm th

enables a WSN to restore connectivity after the failure of multiple co

located nodes that partitions the network into disjoint segments. T

main idea is to exploit the pre-failure network topology to determi

the skeleton of the WSN which can be utilized as a template alo

which mobile nodes can be deployed in case of failure in order to for

a connected inter-segment topology. Unlike previously published a

proaches GSR forms a resource-efficient inter-segment topology a

does not require further optimization once initial connectivity h

been established amongst the segments. The simulation results ha

demonstrated that GSR scales well and outperforms competing a

proaches in terms of the number of required mobile nodes and t

distance they need to travel. In the future, we plan to tackle the d

tributed connectivity restoration problem under resource and sec

rity constraints that may make certain locations unsafe for MN d

ployment and avoid making the topology structure predicable to

adversary.
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